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1. 2 3

The infmiteseries I+ x +~ + ~ + ---corresponds to the following function:
1.2 1.2.3 .

(A) sin x (B) cosx (C)lnx (D) exp(x)

2. An implicitrelationbetweenx andy is writtenj(xJ') =O.It is known that

a.r / ax =x2 - ay and a.r / Oy =l- ax. Then, dy/dx =
222

(A) x -ay (B) x -ay (C) x -ay (D)
l-ax l-ax I-ax

3. The slope of the tangent to the circle x2+ y2 =a2 at the point (1,1) is:
(A) -I (B)0 (C) 1 (DY"3

4. The parametricequations x =acosOandy =bsin0 represent:
(A) a parabola (B) an ellipse (C) a hyperbola (D) a cycloid

5.
If the functionj(x) is odd, then [f(x)dx =

(A) 2r f(x)dx (B) 2r f(x)dx (C) 0 (D) 2[a f(x)dx

6. .

[

2 4 8

]

.
The rank of the matrix IS:

121

WO ~1 ~2 (D) 3

7. . f -

[

I

The eigenvalues0 the matrIx 2

(A) 1,-4 (B) -1.4 (C) 1,2 (D) 1,3

8.
The solutionof the differential equation d2.; + 4 dy +4y =0 (with A and B denotingdx dx
constants) is:
(A) (A+Bx)exp(-2x)
(C) (A+ Bx)exp(2x)

(B) (A+Bx)exp(-2/ x)

(D) (A+Bx2)exp(2x)

The cartesiancoordinatesx andy are related to the plane polar coordinatesr and (Jas
x =r cos 0 and y =r sin O. The Jacobian of iransfonnation from cartesian to polar
coordinates is:
(A) cosO (B) sinO (C) tanO (D) r

The Laplacetransformof sin(kt),with usual notation, is:
k ~ k

(A) , ., (B) ~~ (C) - (D) S
S2 _
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11. The Gaussdivergencetheoremrelates a volumeintegralto a:
(A) surface integral (B) line integral (C) contour integral (D) differential

12. The unitof electrical capacitanceis:
(A) amper::es (B) volts (C) joules (D) farads

13. Of the followingsolid fuels,the fuel having the largestcalorific value is:
(A) wood (B) anthracitecoal (C)bituminouscoal (D) peat

14. One of the measuring instrumentsrecommendedby the ITS (International
TemperatureScale)-90 for calibrationof temperatureis the:
(A)NTC thermistor (B) platinumresistancethermometer

(C) copper-constantanthermocouple (D) mercury-in-glassthermometer

15. The pressure ratio obtainedfrom a constant volume ideal gas thermometerbetween
steam and ice points is 1.3661. If the absolute temperature difference between the
steam point and ice points is divided into 100 degrees,the ice-point in K in this two
fixed pointsmethod is:
(A) 273.149 (B) 273.160 . (C)373.149 (D) 373.160

16. An idealgas undergoescompressionin a compressor.The compressionis irreversible
due to the presence of friction.If'Yis the ratio of specificheats and n is the polytropic
indexof compression.then: .

(A) y=1.4n (B) n=y (C) n<'Y (D) n>y

17. Methanegas is stored in a cylinderof capacity 80 litres at a temperatureof 300 K and
an absolute pressure of 250 bar. Assuming ideal gas behaviour, the mass of the gas
containedin the cylinder in kg is:
(A) 12 (B) 24 (C) 36 (D) 48

18. The thermodynamiccycle of a device is 1-2-3-4-1.the nu~erals denotingthe various
state points.The heat interactionsin kJ are O.-100,0 and 50 in the processes 1-2.2-3,
3-4 and 4-1. respectively.Thedevice is a:
(A) perpetualmotion machine-I (B) perpetualmotion machine-2
(C) heat engine (D) refrigerator

-
19. The ratio of specific heats of a perfect gas is 'Y.The gas undergoes a reversible

polytropicprocess. the polytropicexponent being n. The relation betweenheat input
Q and the work output W in the process is:

(A) Q =r - n W (B) W =r- n Q (C) Q =n - r W .(D) W=n - r Q
. r -Ir - I r -I r - I
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20. A three-stage reciprocating air compressor with perfect intercooling between the
stages has an overallpressure ratio of 64. For minimumwork input, the pressureratio

.of eachstageis: .

(A) 2 (8) 4 (C) 8 (D) 16

21. In a jet-propulsionengine of an airplane flying at a speedof 900 kmph, the flow rate
of the combustiongases to the nozzle is 40.kg/soThe gases leave the nozzle with a
velocity of 500 m/s.Neglecting the massof fuel, the thrustpn the plane in kN is:
(A) 10 (B) 25 (C) 40 (D) 900

22. Natural gas that does not containhydrogensulphide is oftencalled:
(A) dry gas (8) sour gas (C) sweetgas (D) wet gas

23. In an Orsat apparatusused for flue gas analysis,the alkalinesolution ofpyrogallic
acid acts as:
(A) CO absorber (8) C02 absorber (C) 02 absorber (D) N2absorber

24. A flue gas analyzershows the presenceof 80%N2and 10%C02 by volume. If the
fuel is known to contain 82.5%carbonby mass, the air-fuelratio is:
(A) 10 (B) 15 (C) 20 (D) 25

25. The air standardefficiencyof an Otto cycle with a compressionratio of 8 is:
(A) 36.5% (B) 46.5% (C) 56.5% (D) 66.5%

26. A betterbasis of comparisonfor a modemhigh-speedoil engine is:
(A) Diesel cycle (B) Dual cycle (C) Stirlingcycle (D) Otto cycle

27. Cetanenumber is the percentageof cetane in a referencemixture of:
(A) cetane andmethyl pyrrolidinone (8) cetane andacetylene
(C) cetane and a -methyl naphthalene (D) cetane andn-heptane

28. The volumetricefficiencyof enginesat high speeds can be improved by:
(A) stratificationof charge (B) fuel injection .

(C) the use of multiplecylinders (D) supercharging

29. In a dual-combustioncycle, combustiontakes place partlyat constant volumeand
partly at:
(A) constanttemperature (8) constantpressure
(C) constantenthalpy (D) constant internalenergy

- 30. The critical pressure ratJo for a gas flowing through a convergent nozzle is 0.55. If
the nozzle inletpressure islO bar, the back pressurerequiredto choke the nozzle is:
(A) 5.5 kPa (B) 10 kPa (C) 100kPa (D) 550 kPa
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31. The mass flow rate of steam through a converging-diverging nozzle is measured to be
more than that calculatedwith equilibriumflowassumption.This meansthat: "

(A) wet steam flows through the nozzle (B) supersaturated expansion is occurring

(C) water droplets are freezing (D) fog formation is occurrin'g

32. " The ratio of the averageload o~ a power plantover a certain period to the peak load
during the same period. is called:" . "
(A) demand factor (8) capacity"factor . (C) load factor (D) common factor

33. The term "attemperation"refers to:
(A) tempering of superheatertubes
(C) cleaning of flue gas

(8) reductionof the steam temperature
(0) reductionin the flue gas temperature

34. The deaerator in a steampowerplant reducesthe oxygen in the feed water to a
concentratonof:
(A) 0.005mL/L (8) 0.05 mL/L (C) 0.5 mL/L (0) 5 mL/L

35. Supercriticalboilers operate at an ~bsolutepressurein excess of:
(A) 0.22 bar (B)2.2 bar . (C) 22 bar "(D) 220 bar

36. Fromcompactnessconsiderations,the followingtype of air preheater is the most
suitable:
(A) platetype (B) tubular type (C) rotary type (D) double-pipetype

37. The mass of cooling water in kg required in the condenser of a power plant per kg of
steamcondensed is typicallyin the range:
(A) 10-25 (B) 30-45 (C) 50-65 (0) 75-100

38. Theabsolutepressure in a steam condenser is 7 kPa:and the saturationpressure of
steam is 4 kPa. The mass of air per unit massof steam is:
(A) 0.7 (8) 0.9 (C) 1.2 (0) 1.5

39. The pressure in a column of isothermal ideal gas in gravitational field varies with
heightinthe followingmanner: "

(A) quadratic (B) cubic (C) sinusoidal (0) exponential

40. In the troposphere,the variationof the pressurewith height is such that:
(A) it decreases continuously (B) it first increases and then decreases
(C) itfirst decreasesand then increases (D) it remains constant

- 41." A bargeof weight 196.2k'Nfloats in water of density 1000kglm3.The volumeof
waterdisplacedinm3is: . """. " "

(A) 1.962 " " (B) 10 (C) 20 " (0) 196.2
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42. In a vortex created ina real fluid, it is mostlikelythat:

(A) the entire vortex is a forced vortex
(B) the entire vortex is a free vQrtex
(C) the central portion is a free vortex and the remainingportion is a forced vortex
(D)the central portionis a forced vortexandthe remaining portionisa free vortex

43. In experimental work, the following methodcan be used to find the dimensionless
numbersamongwhicha functionalrelationshipexists: .
(A)Rayleigh's method (B)Weighted residualsmethod
(C) Finite elementmethod (D) Sub-domainmethod

44. The flow of a liquid of density 1000 kglm3in a pipe of 0.1 m diameter with an
average velocity of 1 m/s is dynamically similarto a gas of density 1 kglm3 flowing
in a 1.0 m diameter tube. The dynamic viscosities of the liquid and gas are
respectively 10-3Pa.sand2xlO-sPa.s. Theaveragevelocity of the gas in mls is:
(A) 0.1 (B) 2 (C) 15 (D) 100

45. In a fully developedpipe flow, the boundarylayerthickness is equalto the:
(A) diameter of the pipe (B) lengthof the pipe
(C)radius of the pipe (D)square of the pipe radius

46. A source of disturbancemoves at supersonicspeed in a medium.If the Mach number
is M, the semi-angleof the Mach cone is:
(A) sin-1(l/M) (B)sin-1(M) (C)tan-1(l/M) (D) tan-1(M)

47. Thehead available fora turbine is H =Hg-h,whereHg is the fixedgross head and
h=A(f is the frictionheadin the penstock,whereA is a constantand Q is the volume
flow rate of water throughthe system. Theturbinewater power P=BQH,where B is a
constant.For maximumwater power, the frictionhead should be:
(A) Hg/5 (B)Hgl4 (C)Hg/3 (D)HrJ2

48. In a Pelton turbine, the meanbucket speedis 30 mls. The net headavailable for the
turbine in m is approximately:
(A) 90 (B) 120 (C) 150 (D) 180

49. Theoperating speedof a turbine is.625 rpm.Itsunit speed is 125rpm. The turbine
head in m is:

(A) 5 (B) 25 (C) 125 (D) 625

50. An axial flow turbinewithvariable pitchbladesis:
(A) Kaplan turbine (B)Pelton wheel (C)Propeller turbine (D) Radial turbine
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51. For a given power, speedand head, the shape of a hydraulicturbine-runneris decided
by the followingquantity:
(A) head coefficient
(C) specificspeed

(B) flow coefficient. -

(D) power coefficient

52. A'~entrifugalpump runningat 1000J2 rpm and handling0.25 m3/sof water against a
head of 250 m, is to be replacedby four similarpumps in series. The speedof each. .
pump In rpm IS:
W~ ~~ ~~ ~~

53. The principle which states that the stress distribution over the cross-sectionof a bar
carryingdirect loadingcan be considereduniformexcept at the extremeends is:

. (A) Tresca's principle (B) Unwi~'sprinciple
(C) Soderberg's principle (D) Saint Venant's principle

54. In a tensile test of a specimenof length200 mm and cross-sectionalarea 125mm2,
the relationbetweenthe loadF (kN) and the elongation0 (mm) is foundto be
F= 125o. The Young's modulusof the material in kN/mm2is:
(A) 125 (B)200 (C) 250 (D) 400

55. In a tensile test on.a speCimenwith original cross-sectional area of 120 mm2, the
maximum load is found to be 60 kN..The cross-sectionalarea at the time of failure is
40 mm2.The ultimatetensilestrengthof the material in kN/mm2is:
(A) 0.25 (B) 0.5 (C) 2.0 (D) 3.0

56. The followingstress may be taken as representativeof the elastic limit for copper:
(A) O.~%proof stress (B) 10%of ultimate stress
(C) 0.1% of yield stress (D) 50% of failure stress

57. Whena steel bar of cross~section50 mm x 50 mm is subjectedto a tensile loading,
the side of the squaredecreasesby 0.002 mm. If the Poisson's ratio is 0.25, the
longitudinalstrain is:
(A) 16xIo.s (B) 0.002 (C) 50 (D) 2500

58. A bar is held betweenrigid planesand is heatedby 50°C.If the coefficientof linear
expansionof the bar material is 10.sper °C,the compressivestrain in the bar is:
(A) 10-5 (B) 50x10-5 (C) 50 (D) 50x1OS

59. A barwith a cross-sectionalarea400 mm2is subjectedto an axial pull of 4000N.
The normal stress in N/mm2on a plane makingan angle of 60°with the axis is:
(A) 2.5 (B) 400 (C) 2000. (D) 4000

60. A bar is subjectedto an axial stressof 50 N/mm2.The maximumshearstress in
N/mm2that can occur on a plane inclinedto the axis is:
(A) 12.5 (B) 25 (C) 50 (D) 100
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61. A rectangular metal plate with its two sides parallel to x-axis and the other two sides
parallel to y-axis is subjected to a tensile stress of 45 MPa in x-direction.and to a
compressive stress of 20 MPa in y-direction. If the Young's modulus for the plate
material is 200xl03 MPa and the strain in the x-direction is 25xlO-s, the Poisson's
ratio is:
(A) 0.1 (B) 0.15 (C) 0.2 (D) 0.25

62. A compressedair cylinderhas an internal diameter of 2 m and a wall thickness of 10
mm. If the allowable stress both in the longitudinal and circumferentialdirections is
50 MPa, the safe gauge pressure in MPa is:
(A) 0.5 (B) 2 (C) 10 (D) 50

63. The relation between the sagging bending moment (in kN.m) and the distance x (in
m) measured trom one end of a loaded beam is given by M = -(~16)-5~+500(xI3).
The magnitude of the intensityof loading in kN/m atx=1Om is:
(A) 10 (B) 15 (C) 20 (D) 25

64. The relation betweenthe bendingmomentM and the shear force F for a loadedbeam,
with x measured alongthe lengthof the beam, is given by:
(A) M=dF/dx (B) M=JlF/Jil . (C) F=dM/dx (D) F=JlM/U

65. A simply supported beam with uniformly distributed load has equal overhangs at
either end. The ratio of each overhang length to the beam length for the magnitudes
of the bending moments at the supports and at the centre of the beam to be equal is
about:
(A) one-third (B) one-fourth (C) one-fifth (D) one-sixth

66. A solid of cube shape is subjected to equal tensile stresses along three mutually
perpendicular directions parallel to the sides. The strain in each direction is found to
be 3xlO-s.If the side of the cube is 30 mm, the change in the volume of the solid is:
(A) 10-6 (B) 9xlO-4 (C) 0.09 (D) 0.81

67. A beam loaded as shown in the figure is
supportedat A and B. Withdistance
measured from the end A, the bending
moment at the section XX in kN.m is:

(A) -10

(C)-2

(B) -5

(D) 10

SOkN

r-0.2m~AI I !x .
!

SOlIN :
0.4m--l I0.5m~

B

- 68. The bendingmoment in the spanx=0 to x=0.5Lof a beam is 0.5Px. If the beam is
supportedat x=Oand has maximumdeflectionat x=0.5L,the deflectionat x=O.5L,
with usual notation, is:
(A) PLJ/(16El) (B) PLJ/(24El) (C) PL3/(36El) (D) PLJ/(48El)
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69. The two ends of a long metallic strip of thickness 2 mm are bent and clamped
together to form a circular ring of mean-radius0.8 m. If the Young's modulus of the
materialof the strip is 200 GPa, the maximumbendingstress in the strip in MPa is:
(A) 200 (B) 250 (C) 450 (D) 500

70. A short concrete column of circular cross-section with diameter D carries a
compressive load off-centre from the axis, at a radius R. If the column cannot
withstandtensile stress, the maximumpermissiblevalue of R is:
(A) D/64 (B) D132 (C) D/16 (D) D/8

71. The bending moment in the span x=0 to x=0.5L of a beam is 0.5Px. If the beam is
supported at x=0 and has maximum deflection at x=O.5L,the slope at x=O.5L,with
usual notation, is:
(A) PL2/(16EI) (B) PL2/(24EI) (C) PL2/(36EI) (D) PL2/(48EI)

72. The area of the bending moment diagram for a loaded cantilever is 192 square units.
The centroid of the diagram is at a distance of 3 units from the free end. If the
flexural rigidity is EI, the deflectionat the free end in consistent units is:
(A) 1/(576EI) (B) 1/(64EI) (C) 64/(EI) (D) 576/(EI)

73. A circular shaft transmitting torque has solid cross-section for some length and
hollow cross-section for the rest of the length. If subscripts 1 and 2 denote the solid
and hollow portions, L is the length, J is the polar moment of inertia and G is the
torsional modulus, the twist per unit torque is:
(A) Jd(LtGt)+ J2/(L2G2) (B) Gd(LtJt)+ Gz/(L2J2)
(C) Lt/(JtGt)+ L2/(J2G2) (D) L2/(JtGt)+Lt/(J2G2)

74. Torque is transmitted to different machines from the two ends of shaft, while the
drive torque is applied at an intermediate section. If subscripts 1 and 2 denote the
circular shaft portions on either side of the intermediatesection, L is the length and J
is the polar momentof inertia,the conditionfor the transmitted torques to be equal is:
(A) JdJ2=(LtIL2)o.s (B)JtIJ2=LtIL2
(C) Jt/J2=(LdL2i (D) JtIJ2=(LdL2t

75. Two helical springs of the same materialhave the same number of coils and the same
coil diameter. The wire diameterof the first .springis twice that of the second. The
ratio ofthe deflectionof the first springto that of the second, for the same load, is:
(A) 1/16 (B) 1/8 (C) 8 (D) 16

- 76. A helical spring undergoesa deflectionof 10mm under a load of 50 kN. A second
spring undergoesa deflectionof 5 mm for the same load. The stiffuess in kN/mm of
the seriescombinationof the springs is:
(A) 3.3 (B) 5.0 (C) 10.0 (D) 15.8..
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77. In a tension test, a specimenof gauge length 50 mm with original cross-sectionalarea
120mm2fails at a load of 60 kN. The cross-sectionalarea at the time of failure is 40
mm2.The ultimate tensile strengthof the material in kN/mm2 is:
(A) 0.5 (B) 1.5 (C) 2.0 (D) 3.0

78. A truck negotiates a curve of mean radius R. The coefficient of friction betweenthe
wheels and the road is ~. If g is the gravitational acceleration and the plane of the
road is horizontal, the speedofthe truck above which the truck skids is:
(A) (~gR)O.25 (B) (~gR)O.5 (C) ~gR (D) (~gRi

79. The mean transverse distance between the tyres of a car is 1.2 m and the centre of
gravity of the car is 1.6 m above the plane of the road. If, during negotiatinga curve
at high speed, skidding of the car is preferable to overturning, the coefficient of
friction betweenthe tyres and road shouldbe less than:
(A) 0.56 (B) 0.75 (C) 1.33 (D) 1.77

80. A rope fastened to a mass of M kg is passed over a pulley and is drawn such that the

mass accelerates upwards with an acceleration of a m/s2. The gravitational
acceleration is g m/s . The tension in the rope in N is:
(A) Mg(g-a)/a (B) Ma(a+g)/g (C) M(a+g) (D) M(a-g)

81. The figure shows a reciprocatingengine
mechanismwith the requireddata.The
rotational speed of the crank OB in rpm
is:

(A) 5

(C) 230

(B) 23

(D) 500

82. In the figure shown, AB is a link of length4 m,
with the ends A and B constrained to move
along the vertical and horizontal directions,
respectively. If at a certain instant, the velocity
of A is 2..J2 m/s downwards as shown, the
magnitude of the velocity in m/s of C, which is
the mid-point of AB, is:

(A) 1 (B) 2

(C)2..J2 (D) 4

A

2V2
mts

B

-
83. The mean rotational speed of a flywheel of 200 kg.m2 mass moment of inertia is

300ht revolutionsper minute.If the coefficientof speed fluctuation is 5%, the energy
fluctuationof the flywheel in kJ is:
(A) 2 (B) 211: (C) 200 11: (D) 300-
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84. A vertical screw for raising weights has a single-startsquare thread, a pitch of 10mm
and a mean diameter of 50 mm. If the coefficient of friction is 0.15, the ratio of the
force applied at the mean thread radius to the weight raised is:
(A) 0.055 (B) 0.11 (C) 0.22 (0) 0.44

85. A conicalpivot type thrust bearing is in the form of a frustum of a cone with a semi-
cone angle of 60° and with the inner and outer radii 100 mm and 200 mm,
respectively.The pressure in kPa, consideredto be uniform over the bearing surface,
when the bearingsupportsa load of30 leN,is:
(A) 100.0 (B) 283.7 (C) 300.0 (D) 318.3

86. Two geometrically identical slabs have the same heat flux across their thickness.
The thermal conductivity of slab-I is four times that of slab-2. The ratio of the
temperature difference in slab-I to that in slab-2 is:
(A) 1/4 (B) 1/2 (C) 2 (0) 4

87. LMTD in case of counter flow heat exchanger as compared to parallel flow heat
exchanger:
(A) is higher (B) is lower
(C) is the same (0) dependson the area of heat exchanger

88. The units of Stefan-Boltzmannconstantare:
(A) W/(m2K) (B) W/(m4K) (C) W2/(mK4)

89. In free convectionheat transfer, the Nusselt number is a function of:
(A) Grashofnumberand Reynold number
(B) Grashofnumberand Prandtl number
(C) Prandtlnumberand Reynold number
(D) Grashoffnumber, Prandtl number and Reynold number

90. A commonprocessby which food cans are produced is:
(A) blanking (B) spinning (C) deep-drawing (0) machining

91. Typical deformationvelocities in m/s in a forging processare of the order of:
(A) 0.005 (B) 0.05 (C) 0.5 (0) 5

92. The true density of a moulding sand is 2650 kglm3 and the bulk density is 1600
kglm3.The porosityof the moulding sand is:
(A) 0.3 (B) 0.4 (C) 0.5 (0) 0.6

- 93. The.blowholes in a solidifiedsteel ingot are causedby the release of the following
gas:
(A) CO (B) C02 (C) N20 (0) N02
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94. Nitriding of an alloysteel is:
(A) an annealingprocess
(C) a case hardeningprocess

(8) a temperingprocess

(D) a recrystallizationprocess

95. The operation of producinga conical surfaceat the end of a hole is called:
(A) end cutting (8) countersinking (C) counterboring (D) tractional drilling

96. If the recommendedcutting speed to drill a 10mm hole in a material25 m/min, then
the rotational speedof the drill in revolutionsper minute is:
(A) 100 (8) 250 (C) 564 (D) 625

97. A tap is used for producing:
(A) gear teeth (8) internal threads (C) tapered holes (D) square holes

98. The main advantageof a horizontal bandsaw is:
(A) the good surfacefinish (B) the smaller amountof heat produced
(C) the minimumwastageof material (D) the minimummaintenancecost

99. The process by whichmaterial is removedby feeding a workpieceagainst a rotating
multiple-toothcuttingtool is called:
(A) milling (8) drilling (C) boring (D) reaming

100. With referenceto a grindingwheel, the term wheel structurerefers to the:
(A) diameter of the wheel (8) spacing of the abrasivegrains
(C) thickness of the wheel (D) shape of the wheel

..End of the QuestionPaper..
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Answer Key of AEM-

. ,
QNO. ANS QNO. ANS QNO. ANS QNO. ANS 1<. .s("}.1I

1 D 26 D 51 C 76 A

2 C 27 C 52 A 77 B

3 A 28 D 53 D 78 B

4 B 29 B 54 B 79 B

5 C 30 D 55 B 80 C

6 C 31 B 56 A 81 B

7 B 32 C 57 A 82 B

8 A 33 B 58 D 83 A

9 D 34 A 59 A 84 B

10 C 35 D 60 A 85 D

11 A 36 C 61 D 86 A

12 D 37 D 62 A 87 A
.

13 B 38 C 63 C 88 D

14 B 39 D 64 A 89 B

15 A 40 A 65 C 90 C

16 D 41 C 66 D 91 D

17 A 42 D 67 C 92 B It

18 D 43 A 68 D 93 A

19 C 44 B 69 B 94 C

20 B 45 C 70 D 95 B

21 A 46 A 71 D 96 C

22 C 47 C 72 D 97 B

23 C 48 D 73 C 98 C

24 D 49 B 74 B 99 A

25 C 50 A 75 A 100 B
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